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Fagrifoss
Fagrifoss is beautiful waterfall - situated in
the remote area of Lakigígur, Southeastern
Iceland. This is a dramatic, icy cold remnant
from a massive and deadly volcanic eruption
from June 1783 until February 1784. Laki’s
toxic gases and great heat killed 25% of the
population and over 50% of the livestock in
Iceland, causing great suffering, hunger, and
poverty. It also impacted life in Europe, North
America, and even South Asia.

Homeward

By Ellinor Thun Ueland in The White Strand (2002)

At the end of a longer poem come these verses.
In the fall, Vikings of old may have felt an itch to go off to sea. As
you move into this next season, what is calling you? May you enjoy
the ‘ride’ ahead.

…
Much later, as summer changes to fall,
When harvest moon brightens the sky,
Within the Viking breast is felt a call.
It’s time again to bid goodbye.
To turn the drake and face oceans wide,
To hoist the sail and grip the oar,
A seahorse for a Viking ride.
These were our ancestors of yore.
To yearn and wish upon a star,
A power racing wide and far.

The Scandinavian Cultural Society
Presents

“Nordic Exploration and Indigenous People”

Leif Erikson Day Festival
Sunday October 16th, 2022
Scandinavian Community Centre
6540 Thomas Street, Burnaby, BC
Free admission

1:00 pm — Illustrated Presentations
& films

Gudrid the Far Traveler —
1000th anniversary

Knud Rasmussen’s 5th Thule Expedition —
100th anniversary

Fridtjof Nansen & Sámi explorer Balto —
Greenland Crossing 1888

4:30 — Coffee, music, book sale
5:30 — Evening Program

Cold Supper with pie (by donation)
7:00 Knud Rasmussen: 100 years’ perspective
Presentation and film

Info:
306 740-7997

cthauber12@gmail.com

Summer Winds Down…
Here Comes Fall
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ccording to the Old Icelandic Calendar, we are in the middle of Tvímánuður – “Two
months” – believed to mean “It’s two months until winter.” Remember there were only

two seasons in this calendar, so I guess it was important just after the height of summer to
get the harsh warning that winter and all its darkness and cold was on its way. It might put
a damper on fully enjoying the sunshine and being outside berry picking and visiting others
freely; it would, however, be a reminder to get prepared!
In B.C., we are not yet thinking of winter but are certainly aware that changes are coming.
The hot days are cooling off come evening; some of us are planning our last fair weather activities and looking fondly, even wistfully, at photos from recent events and travels near or far! We
are still enjoying fresh garden vegetables, with more on their way as tomatoes ripen, roadside
corn stalls beckon us, and pumpkins are a promise to come.
There are no formal holidays in Iceland in the month of September, but like here in Canada,
children there have just started a new school year (at the beginning of Tvímánuður). September usually calls us into new schedules with different weekly activities, so we might also be
expecting changes in our lifestyle and opportunities, with adventures to pursue and fall events
to participate in. AND you can anticipate another next ten months of ICC of BC newsletters!
In this first edition for our “new” year, we review the excitement of the summer, relate some
news and share some stories, and give you key dates for fall. We are delighted to re-introduce
“News From Iceland” - a very popular feature we couldn’t fit into May and June. People have
told us they appreciate hearing about current life in Iceland, and so we can learn together what
is happening there and understand what is important to Icelanders. We discover they are
concerned with and involved in issues and activities that matter to us too!
We are also trying to add some new items that capture your interest and your imagination.
We hope to offer some puzzle-like pieces that pique your curiosity and might be something to
involve your children in. An answer will be included in this month’s edition… for you to find.
Did you speak or hear Icelandic as a child? I did, and although my dad promoted the Icelandic language, I wish I had tried harder to learn it so I could use it now. But it is never too late
to learn something! We hope to highlight the language of our heritage - even if it’s only a few
words and phrases in each edition. After this month, when you see place names in the news,
you might recognize how Icelanders “build” their words.
We want to include topics and ideas that you find engaging and to share the work of local
artists and writers. Each edition has limited space, but we have nine more months ahead of us
(and then more after that) so feel free to make suggestions. As always, Edda and I appreciate
your ideas and feedback. We hope you enjoy summer’s end as we move into fall!

Glenn Sigurdson, www.glennsigurdson.com

Interactive Challenge

Mia

A precious fragment - here you see
In Greenland I was found.
Can you guess what I could do
When I was whole and round?
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An answer to this riddle can be found in this month’s newsletter…read on to find it…
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Independence Day 2022: A Cool One

J

une 17th turned out to be cool (well, more like …cold) and
threatened rain – but that did not stop hardy Icelandic
Canadian club members of all ages from coming out and
celebrating in style! That was ‘cool’ too!
A delicious meal was provided, featuring the famous and
amazing Icelandic hot dogs (thanks to Heather Johnson for
bringing special mayonnaise, mustard, and onions, as well
as candy treats, direct from Iceland), delicious salads, chips,
colourful vegetable platters, and various drinks. To accompany
the special “flag” cake, Jana Helgason had made kleinur and
pönnurkökur and Stefanie Rainaldi made vina terta. Kayley
Rainaldi helped with the decorating, while Jana and Óðinn
Helgason, Ottó Ólafsson, and Maggý Reynarsdóttir took care
of preparing and serving! We are grateful for Jana Helgason’s
organizational skills, energy, and hard work, as well as all the

cheerful helpers, including the cleanup crew.
Children played on the grassy area and people visited on the
covered deck of the Scandinavian Community Centre. Tammy
Evans, club president, reminded us why we had gathered on
this Friday, and then we all sang some favourite Icelandic songs
- led by Edda Langworth, on guitar, along with Gunnar Ólafur
Hansson, Heather Ireland, and Bethany Butler-Wong…followed
by more visiting and eating.
There were lots of smiles, chatting, and laughter as we
enjoyed being gathered together to celebrate Independence
Day and to remind ourselves of our rich Icelandic heritage and
connections. It’s always good to meet each other and this was
a highlight. If you missed the event, make sure you mark it on
next year’s calendar. Independence Day is always June 17th!
Sjáumst þar (see you there)!

Icelandic canadian club of bc
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Tour Group. Many tour groups from Iceland visit Höfn and are delighted to discover such a beautiful
home has been developed and they admire the hard work and dedication by the Icelandic Canadian
community over the decades.

ICELANDIC CARE HOME
HÖFN SOCIETY IS
CELEBRATING ITS
75TH ANNIVERSARY

Höfn in Icelandic means
harbour or port - a safe place
to come home to after a time
at sea. And so the name - Höfn
Iceland Harbour - strengthens
the legacy, expanding on the
early vision of the Icelandic Care
Home Höfn Society to nurture
Icelandic connections and community and to fulfill the promise
of its name. Happy Anniversary!
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Höfn Icelandic Harbour:
A New Home
in a Changing World
This article is the last in a series of four compiled and written by Norm Eyford as we have traced
the history and joined in the celebration of 75 remarkable years.

H

öfn Icelandic Harbour officially
opened on Friday, February 22,
2008. In March, the ICC of BC newsletter described it this way: “It was a very
successful ceremony, the culmination of
a great deal of work by Executive Director
Albert Teng, staff and members of the
Board. The past few years have been
busy, and occasionally stressful, but a
day such as we experienced on Friday
makes it all worthwhile.”
How you and I relate to our daily
surroundings has a lot to do with our
sense of well-being. Aging complicates
the situation. Seventy-five years ago, a
small group of determined individuals
made the effort to create the Icelandic
Care Home Höfn Society in order to support seniors of Icelandic descent in the
Vancouver area.

As the Vancouver Icelandic community
grew, many of the families moved from
Vancouver to surrounding municipalities
and beyond. The fact that there were not
enough Icelandic seniors applying to live
in the Icelandic Care Home forced the
board at the time to move from a private
operation to a viable publicly funded
operation with partnerships. Today,
we successfully operate in partnership
with Vancouver Coastal Health and B.C.
Housing. The value of our operation has
increased, and we have a fifteen-year-old
building with seventy- seven one-bedroom suites. The building and the
operation receive positive reviews from
residents and visitors.
There is nothing like the reality one
must face when operating a health care
facility. At the last Board Meeting, two

items of community interest came up. We
have a couple of board positions coming
vacant, and we have some vacant suites
available. Times have changed and having a waiting list for potential residents
is over…for now. Seniors must apply
through their local health authority, and
they do not need to live in the Vancouver
Coastal Health region to apply for a
residence at Höfn Icelandic Harbour.
We are proud of the surroundings that
greet each of our residents every day,
knowing their sense of well-being
increases. Personal stories of gratitude
from family members and residents are
heart-warming, but we know that there is
always more good work to be done.
The last three years have tested the
quality of our service to seniors, the
dedication of our staff, and the decisions
made by the Board of Directors. We fared
well because we were proactive and were
able to prevent any outbreak of COVID
19. We hired extra staff for screening
all visitors and installed new screening
technology for staff arriving for work. We
also set up visiting areas and increased
rigorous cleaning protocols.
Although it has not been possible to
celebrate our 75th Anniversary as openly
as we would have liked, we will look for
opportunities in the future. One way we
have celebrated is to provide a six-month
complimentary subscription to Lögberg
Heimskringla to eight randomly drawn
Höfn Society members, and the winners
can designate who they will receive a
copy of the newspaper. The draws will
continue to be made every six months.
Another way of celebrating has been
to remember all that has been
accomplished by the Icelanders in B.C.
over the 75 years. The four recent articles
on the Icelandic Care Home Höfn Society
(1947-2022) as presented in the ICC of BC
newsletter are part of that celebration,
too! We hope you have been reminded
about the past and encouraged about
the present and future. Höfn Icelandic
Harbour is a legacy to be proud of.

Highlights of the new care home include a beautiful modern design that reflects Icelandic influence as
well as art work, artifacts, and photographs that honour the history of the Icelandic Canadian community on the West Coast of Canada.

Are you interested in being a member
of the Höfn Society or a board member?
Contact Norm Eyford at 778-846-1894.

Our 75th Annual General Meeting
takes place at the Scandinavian Centre
on Sunday, October 2, 2022, at 2:00 pm.

ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCE IN VANCOUVER

Höfn Icelandic Harbour
Choice. Privacy.
Independence. Dignity.
Respect.

Providing Care for
Seniors Since 1947

At Icelandic Harbour,
these are more than words.
They are a way of life.

2020 Harrison Dr. Vancouver V5P 2P6 | 604.321.3812
ICELANDICHARBOUR.ORG
Icelandic canadian club of bc
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OBITUARY

Evelyn June Allen (nee Palmason)
June 2, 1927 – June 30, 2022

E

velyn passed away peacefully at Vancouver General Hospital on June 30, 2022.
She was born to Unnur Johnson and Hallie Palmason in Winnipegosis, Manitoba.
She is survived by her eldest sister Erla in Toronto, daughter Sharon in Vancouver, her
grandsons Sean (Carol), Ryan (Heather), great grandson Nathan, and great granddaughter Claire in Alberta.
For all who knew her, she had a passion for anything Icelandic and finally in 1983
along with her brother Lorne and sister Erla was able to realize her dream and visit
her ancestral home.
Always known for her waiting hug, listening ear, loyalty and devotion to others, she
is sadly missed and will live in our hearts forever.

Scandinavian Midsummer Festival: A Hot One!

O

n the hot and sunny weekend of June 24-25, the
Scandinavian Community Centre in Burnaby was a “hot”
place to be for people of all ages. The whole property was
hopping with good community fun, as over 2,500 people
came to visit cultural displays, buy specialty products, listen
to music, taste great food, meet friends, and enjoy the many
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activities: dancing around the Midsummer pole, running with
the children for Viking raids, wildly cheering on contestants in
Sunday’s Wife Carrying Contest, and much much more! AND
the Icelandic trolls were making mischief! Iceland house was
well represented at their tent and many club volunteers
participated throughout the event. Thank you to each one!

News from Iceland
2022 CRYOSPHERE SYMPOSIUM ON
CLIMATE CHANGE

VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS CONTINUE

derived from an article by Jelena Ćirić, www.icelandreview.com

based on several articles in Iceland Monitor

In Reykjavik, from August 21-26, public lectures, exhibitions, and
special events focused on the frozen water part of the Earth system:
the cryosphere. The Icelandic Meteorological (Met) Office (celebrating
a 100th anniversary), the UN, and the World Meteorological Organization were three key partners for this conference. Experts from around
the globe gave presentations on the latest scientific results of changes
to the Earth and on new technologies - from permafrost thawing in
the Antarctic and Arctic to glacier gush flooding in the Himalayas, from
new research questions and directions to the development of monitoring systems and methods of projection. Participants were invited
into discussions, interactions, and workshops and had options for
excursions and field trips. With a thousand years of experience living
with glaciers, Icelanders were ideal hosts for an important symposium
that recognized traditional knowledge and lived understandings while

In southwest Iceland’s Reykjanes, volcanic activity has continued
from Fagradalsfjall, the volcanic mountain in the news from March to
September 2021 with its spectacular eruptions and lava flowing into
Geldingadalur. The area has experienced harmonic murmurs or tremors, which describe the continuous rhythmic earthquakes common in
Iceland, indicating that magma has been moving below the surface.
On August 3rd, magma burst through in Merardalir, northeast of last
year’s activity. There had been talk of the volcano becoming dormant
but the Met Office has not made it official yet. It is possible that ‘old
lava’ that has cooled on top is still molten below and coming to the
surface. The situation is being monitored, and safety protocols are in
place.

also addressing the latest scientific studies and advancements.

Take Away – don’t walk on lava that seems hard enough - it may be just
the surface and trouble lies below!

Icelandic anyone?
Reykja means ‘smoke’
Fjall means ‘a mountain’

Dalur is ’the valley’ and dalir is ‘the valleys’
Strandir is ‘the beaches’

Can you see a pattern? To make a noun specific (“the” rather an “a”), you add an ending: -ur for singular and -ir for plural

BERRY PICKING IS
POPULAR

LESS NEW PLASTIC ON
THE BEACHES

VIOLENCE AND TRAGEDY
IN BLÖNDUÓS

From Erik Pomrenke in Iceland Review

From Icelandic National Broadcasting Service Ríkisútvarpið (RUV)
Plastic is a big problem, killing animals in
the Westfjords and elsewhere. Recently a
whale became tangled in stray fishing gear
in Ísafjarðardjúp, and an Arctic fox cub was
found on Hornstrandir with a plastic tube
stuck over its head. People pick up tonnes
of rubbish from Hornstrandir beaches every
year, but increasingly, the newest plastic is
mostly fishing related, while bottles and other
detritus from land are mostly older.
“Originally, there was a lot of rubbish that
was new or recent, but we are noticing, more
recently, that we are finding a lot more old
rubbish,” said Jón Björnsson, a member of
the local clean up group and an employee
of the environment agency. He believes attitudes to litter are clearly changing, and waste
management solutions are better than in the
past, which means less waste blows away
from ships and landfill.

From articles in RUV (English version)

The summer in Iceland has been colder than
average, but that might mean a good harvest
of berries – as long as frost does not come
early. There are several varieties of wild
blueberries growing all over the island - enjoyed by the public and important to dairies
producing yogurt and skyr. On the mountains
and in the heaths, crowberries (like blueberries only more nutritious and flavourful,
apparently) and red currents can also be
plentiful as summer turns to fall.

The small community of Blönduós In northwest Iceland was shocked by a shooting in a
home early on August 21st. One woman and
the gunman was found dead at the scene; the
husband, a local firefighter, was critically injured. The full details are still being investigated but early indicators reveal that the shooter
may have been a former employee suffering
mental distress. Others in the home at the
time were not hurt. The incident has brought
up concerns and issues about gun ownership,
and people in the town are struggling to deal
with their grief. A “moment of love” was held
at the sports ground, with candles placed on
the running track to show solidarity with the
victims, their family, and loved ones. The municipality are offering psychological support
and people all over Iceland are showing deep
concern and care.
Icelandic canadian club of bc
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Vikings on the Move
“Indigenous People and Nordic Exploration”

D

on’t forget the event commemorating Leif Erikson Day - sponsored by
the Scandinavian Cultural Society (see
poster for details). Iceland is highlighted
by the inclusion of Gudrid, whoappears in
the two Vinland Sagas: Greenlanders and
Erik the Red.
Some details in the stories don’t match,
but both do record that Guðriður Thorbjarnardóttir was born in Iceland in the
late 10th century and later ran a farm in
Glaumbær in Skagafjörður, North Iceland.
It is believed that Gudrid had a full and
varied life. In her biography of Gudrid The

Far Traveler: Voyages of a Viking Woman,
Nancy Marie Brown points out that “Viking
women were as courageous and as adventurous as Viking men and there were far
fewer limitations on the life of a woman in
those times than we may think.”
Gudrid traveled to Greenland with her
father at age 15 where she married Erik’s
younger son, Thorstein (his older brother
Leif is considered the first European to
come to North America). After a failed
attempt to reach Vinland (in Newfoundland), a difficult return to Greenland, and
a harsh winter, Gudrid found herself a
widow at 17. She married Icelandic merchant Thorfinn Karlsefni, and they sailed
to the New World, where their son Snorri
was born(the first European child born in
Vinland).
If you want to learn more about this
amazing woman and other Norse explorers and their connections to Indigenous
cultures, you can do some exploring of

your own by visiting the Scandinavian
Community Centre on October 16th.
(from the Smithsonian Magazine )
You might even find out more about
the navigational tool shown in the “Guess
Who I Am” box on page 2 of this newsletter. It is called the Uuartoq Disc because
it was discovered in the area of Uunartoq
(“the hot”) - a fjord and hotspring islands
in West Greenland.
This fragment has sparked keen interest among archaeologists and scientists.
They have determined that Nordic people
did not have magnetic compasses, and
although they are not certain exactly how
this instrument was used, several scholarly theories have been proposed. Called a
sun compass, twilight compass, and sun
shadow boar, it likely helped seafarers
determine true North, local noon, and
latitude, all effective for Viking explorers
navigating the northern.
(from an article at Phys.Org)

In Your Reading
Corner...

W

e hope you found some time to
get into the shade and read a good
book - or three! One suggestion for this
month is the biography named in the
article above. Brown’s book (2007) should
be available in your local library. Do you
have suggestions for the fall?

Dignitaries Come to Vancouver
Lilja Alfreðsdóttir, Iceland’s Minister of
Culture and Business Affairs and Hlynur
Guðjónsson, Ambassador of Iceland to
Canada, had a great time at the Midsummer
Festival. They were quite impressed with
the scale of the event, and especially our
strong presence throughout. They loved the
Iceland tent in particular and getting to chat
with more of our members.
Overall, the entire visit to Vancouver

was successful, with some good new
connections between Vancouver and
Iceland made on both a commercial
and governmental basis. Thanks to Lee
Lipton and Consul Glenn Sigurdson for
organizing and hosting, with help from
Kristine Sigurdson, Tammy Evans (club
president), and Sara Gunnsteinsdóttir
(our youth ambassador).

Mark your calendar...
October 16: Leif Erikson Day
At the Scandinavian Centre
October 29: Fall Cleanup
Join the fun on this Saturday!
December 4: Annual Bake Sale
Watch for dates and deadlines re ordering
December 4: Family Christmas Party
More information to come...

